
Select columns by Deron Snyder on sports, culture,  
politics, and race, as published in The Washington Times 

 
-- No piece of the pie for college athletes, just the knife 
-- Kaepernick’s power move, NFL appeal, are matters of taste 
-- Lawmakers finally see the light, try to right an NCAA wrong 
-- NCAA’s new agent rules just another power play 
-- Apolitical sports coverage doesn’t mix with social justice activism 
-- Nick Bosa puts sports and politics back in the mix 
-- Absence of reason evident in reaction to Hunt signing 
-- Issues protested by Smith, Carlos still resonate 50 years later 
-- Basketball … and hockey, lacrosse, swimming, whatever 
-- NCAA amateurism policies are the real federal fraud case 
-- Instead of protesting demonstrations, protest injustice  
-- NFL falls for Trump’s fake patriotism and he stabs Eagles with it 
-- Our daughters deserve better from college athletic departments 
-- Sports teach ‘uncomfortable truths’ about race and culture 
-- NFL owners on alert after Richardson scandal 
-- Not always political, correctness usually just correct 
-- Trump’s foray into sports puts politics on offense  
-- Neither Elliott nor accuser get fair shake from arbitrary NFL 
-- The ‘Star-Spangled Banner’ before games? Oh say can we stop?  
-- Hall speeches prove Kaepernick is right and NFL owners are small   
-- Activism in sports is fine … provided it’s not about race  
-- No boundaries, no restraints and no shame to NCAA money game  
-- Lowering draft age and bolstering NBA minor league is right move 
-- NFL insults our intelligence in explaining Kaepernick's unemployment 
-- NCAA, NBA did it for bathrooms, they should do it for ballots    
-- Media's false racial perceptions skew reality on courts and in churches 
-- National anthem protests in sports, national obsession outside sports  
-- Conscious effort needed to battle subconscious QB thoughts 
-- College athletes can't make money because NCAA wants it all 
-- Predators in child sex abuse cases are worst, but concealers a close second 
-- Tradition of White House visits by sports champs enters new era 
-- Pill-popping, painkiller-pushing NFL out-of-step on pot 
-- Sports, like every other business, has a mate in politics 
-- Mizzou football team delivers vital – and powerful – lesson to NCAA 
-- Regardless of appearance, Serena a champion who still can't win 
-- NCCA’s big-money TV deals make ‘amateurism’ stance a joke 
-- What Rice, Jay Z, the Ravens and ‘Scandal’ have in common 
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